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6 Claims. 

The invention described herein, if patented, 
may be manufactured and used by or for the 
Government for governmental purposes without 
the payment to us of any royalty thereon. 

This invention relates to improved goggles, and 
particularly to an improvement in goggles frame 
structure and lens arrangement. to prevent fog 
ging and lfrosting under conditions of low ambient 
temperatures. 

Broadly, in principle, goggles, to be efñcient 
under conditions of usage wherein climatic mois 
ture and temperature conditions induce fogging 
and frosting, must .be provided with adequate and 
proper air flow means. This air flow means must 
be designed to induce a flow of air coinciding with 
«the normal convection currents of the goggles 
cavities in so far as possible, to provide for ready 
and rapid removal of moist air which tends to 
collect upon the goggles lenses without producing 
undue chilling of the eyes. 
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Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to ` 
provide an improved anti-fogging and anti-frost 
ing goggles structure. 

It is another object of this invention to provide 
an improved controlled air iiow through a goggles 
structure. 

It is a further object of this invention to pro 
vide an improved anti-fogging and anti-frosting 
goggles structure wherein there is constant and 
rapid removal of excessive humidity entrapped 
within the goggles cavities without an undue 
chilling of the eyes. 

It is a further object of this invention to pro 
vide an improved goggles structure wherein con 
stantly controlled currents of air admitted 
from the exterior coincide with normal convec 
tion currents within the goggles cavities to con 
tinuously .and rapidly remove excessive moisture 
froml the eye-cups. 
Further objects, advantages, adaptations and 

uses of this improvement in goggles structure will 
be readily apparent from the following descrip 
tion of the accompanying drawings, wherein: 
Figure 1 is a front elevational view of a goggles 

structure embodying the invention; 
Figure 2 is a top View of the goggles shown in 

Figure 1;` 
Figure 3 is a cross-sectional view on line 3--3 

of Figure 1; 
Figure 4 is a fragmentary perspective view of | 

the goggles’ Ventilating structure; and 
Figures 5 and 6 are sectional views of blanks 

which form ̀air passageways for the goggles struc 
ture. 

lReferring to the drawings, the goggles frame I_0 
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comprises a conventional flexible, rubber-type 
frame structure, having a resilient face-contact 
ing body portion I I and extended rib I2, provided 
with bead I3, within which is a flexible lens-hold 
ing groove I4. 
As indicated, the goggles frame structure I0 is 

of conventional rubbery material and the groove 
I4 is adapted to be ñexed for insertion of goggles 
lenses £5 in the usual and conventional manner. 
In addition to the groove I4, there are provided 
conventional snap fasteners IB and I'I adapted to 
clamp the goggles lenses into place likewise in a 
conventional manner. The goggles frame Ill is 
also provided with a conventional head str-ap I8, 
having its ends secured in the lugs I9 of the usual 
character. 
For purposes of description, the goggles venti 

lator 20 is shown as formed from thin, flexi 
ble copper sheets or strips 2I, 22 and 23, cut and 
bent to provide a parallel series of air ducts or 
passages 24 and 25. The air ducts 24 are for-med 
by folding the blank 2I on the dotted lines 2I’, to 
provide a plurality of uniformly spaced accordion 
folds forming partitions 26’ cooperating with the 
portions 26 of the strip 2l and the extensions 28 
depending from the portions 26 to form the inlet 
passages 24. Extensions 28 are of dovetail shape 
(Fig. 5) so that they overlap along their lateral 
edges 28' when the accordion folds 2S’ are formed 
in the strip and thus provide a continuous back 
wall portion for the inlet passages 24 which is in 
clined forwardly as best seen in Fig. 3 to direct 
incoming air toward the inner side of lens I5. 
A baille or shield over the inlet to the inlet 

passages 24 is formed by dovetailed shaped ears 
or baflie extensions 2l on the portions 26 of the 
strip 2|. These extensions are bent forwardly 
over the inlet ends of inlet passages 24 and over 
lap along their lateral edges 2l’ to form a con 
tinuous shield or .baille for directing air into inlet 
passages 24. By Varying the spacing between 
the extensions 2l and the inlet ends of the pas 
sages 24, the amount of air admitted through in 
let passages 24 can be varied. 
The air passageways 25 constitute air outlets 

and are formed by bending the thin, flexible cop 
per blank 22, on the dotted lines 22', to provide 
a plurality of accordion folds or projecting ribs 
3d connected by wall portions 29. The proJ ecting, 
angularly sloping ribs 30, are uniformly spaced 
along strip 22 and have an upwardly and back 
wardly inclined upper edge formed by an angu 
lar V-shaped center cut of the extension on blank 
22, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Attached to this 
upper edge of the ribs 30 is the thin metallic strip 
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23, having accordion folds 3| at equally spaced 
intervals to coincide with and serve as a means 
for attaching the strip to the ribs 30. As illus 
trated in Fig. 4, the strip 23 inclines upwardly 
and rearwardly over the top of air passageways 
25 so that _they are open on their rear side only. 
After bending or shaping the blanks 2 I, 22 and 

23, they are joined together as a unitary structure 
in the manner illustrated by the partial View of 
Fig. 4. The lower end portions of ribs 3B are 
aligned with the interior V’s formed by ribs 26' 
and the end portions 32 of the strip 2I are bent 
to overlap end portion 30' of strip 272 and there 
after sealed, as by welding or use of an adhesive 
as cellulose acetate or the like. yThe prefabri 
cated strip 23 is secured to the prefabricatedstrip 
22 by a suitable adhesive or welding together of 
the ribs 3l and 3U, respectively, andthe end 3 I ’ is 
suitably sealed in overlapped relationhip to «the 
rib 3U’. The extensions 28 and their lateral edges 
28' rest somewhat looselyV in overlapping position 
19o-'provide an air-directing and distributing uni-t» 
within the-goggles cavities. 

In-order to insert the assembled ventilator 20 
into goggles frame I0, a longitudinal opening in 
rib I2 is provided substantially across the ventire 
top of the goggles »structure and of substantially 
the exact size of the ventilator20, whereby it may 
be inserted and sealedwithin this opening in the 
goggles. The back wall portions 29 of >strip 22v 
and-the edges of -partitionsZE’ of strip 2I are 
sealed Adirectly at their contacting portions to the 
walls of the opening in rib I2 by a-suitable -rub' 
ber or cellulosic adhesive 'or the like, oïf a >suiii 
ciently flexiblenature to permit Vnormal "goggles 
ñexibility. 
In conjunction with the ventilator 26 there is 

providedatransparent partition 33 Á'as-more clear 
ly shown in Fig. 3, having a bottom -edge 35 spaced 
upwardly from the bottom of the frame Ill'so as 
to establish communication Vbetween the opposite 
sides of partition 33. The partition 3-3 Vis-secured 
within the goggleframe IU byva suitable spacing 
gasket34, which lis preferably Vsecured by suitable 
rubber Vadhesive or the like, to hold the partition 
331i-n place. ̀ The top >portion ofk-th'e partition‘33 
isñtted-in the Ígrooves or‘slo'ts 36 'in the 4forward 
edge oi the partitions 0r ribs~30 *that‘are formed 
by -foldi-ng strips 422 'along 'the' lines j22’ as pre# 
viously described. When so positioned, the parti; 
tion 33~is>~>not in 'airtight relationship ̀ with the 
back-ingor-median«plate 26“and the flarededges 
28', which'flared edges 28', in conjunction with 
theflowerfedges‘Zß-of the backing'ZS, extends for 
wardly toward'the v1'.>art-ition 33, as illustrated so 
as--to direct and evenly -distribute’incoming air 
from the vpassageways Y24 over the >inner area -of , 
the partition I5 and -the outer rarea fof partition 
33. In addition, the forwardly inclined ̀ exten 
sions»28 are not in lairtight contact with each 
other or with the partition 33 so that egress ‘is 
provided through outlet passageways 25 for 
moisture tending tocollect about’the‘upper surà 
face of the partition~33 under and about the 
back wall of inlet passages» ì24. Further, the 
metallic extensions 2-3 serve »las AheatY conductors 
to aid in maintaining lower non-condensing tem 
peratures within the goggles'frame. 
With 'the ventilator 2B secured in the upper'por 

tion of the rib 4I2 and >extending >substantially 
across the top of the»'goggles'frame, as described, 
the air inlet> conduits 24 are »at the ̀ forward side 
of frame IIl with ̀ the free -end of »inlet bafñes 2'1 
extending forwardly lto form-an adjustable inlet 
producing a steady-and continuous-flow oiair into 
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the goggle cavities in the manner described. 
Thereafter, the air passes downwardly between 
the lens I5 and partition 33 and thence passes 
under the lower edge 35 of the partition and 
then passes upwardly, both by convection and the 
pressure of incoming air, »and out of the -goggles 
cavities through outlet .passageways 25. When 
the goggles are adjusted into position about the 
eyes, this flow of air, passing over the inner side 
'of lens I5 and both sides of partition 33, rapidly 
carries oil any moisture developing from exces 
sive -humidity conditions. As indicated, the 
volume of now or passage of air is con 
trolled by bending the bañles 21 toward 
or from the upper end of inlet passages 24'. Un 
der relatively windy conditions the ballies 21 may 
be substantially closed by being pressed against 
the bead I3 and the >flared lateral edges 21', then 

1 lserve to Ypermit a »passage of suincient air to keep 
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the goggles clear, as may be determined by the 
wearer. Under comparatively quiet orv nonßwindy 
conditions, the extensions or baiiles 21 maybe 
opened by bending them upwardly fromV the bead 
I3 and the normal convectionV currents inducedv 
by normal heat conditions due to wearing will 
cause air within'the goggles'eye-cups torpassout-a 
wardly through the passageways 25, creating 
somewhat of a vacuum or suction between the 
lenses I5 and partition 33, which thereby draws, 
new air into the goggles through. passageways :24. 
The relative angular position of the ̀ memberm23 
on ribs 3e provides .protective means for outlet' 
passageways 25, so that under normalv and eir 
cessivewind conditions a ‘reverse air -flow within 
the goggles is prevented. 

If desired, or if the goggles structure ¿is lto be 
used with additional glasses, the face contacting 
body portion II may be built up orv padded with 
an extra layer or layers of padding II’, vsecured 
by a suitable rubber cement or the like.. In its 
construction the »body II maybe enlarged or the 
padding added to provide more cavity area 'with 
in the goggles. 
Havingthus described 'the ventilator, it will vbe 

apparent that a somewhat modified, lmolded y'or 
otherwise assembled construction, in theïnaïture' 
of that described and formed from rubber, resin, 
or other flexible materials, fitted with anfadjus'tf 
able air passageway cover means, including the 
use of transparent ¿flexible or non-'ñexible vair 
guide means as 'a substitution -for the air guidés' 
28 and 28', may be provided. - 

Therefore, while `the Vinvention hasfbeen-de 
scribed in more or less detail, it is not to 'be 
limited thereby, as changes may lbeV made inthe 
form, arrangement, and construction I'of parts, 
and equivalents-may be substituted, without de 
parting »from the spirit and scope ‘_of the »inven 
tion as claimed, the forms hereinbefore-described 
being merely preferredembodiments thereof. 
We claim: Y 

1. In`a goggles having a -lensY supported in a 
frame which has a ñexible -face contacting part 
cooperating with ‘the lens'to deñnesubstantially 
vsealed eyecups when the goggles are Ywornv the 
combination comprising, ventilating’air inlet-and 
outlet forming means for said eyecups extending 
through the top side of' `said :frame and " each 
comprising passage forming means, and‘atrans- ' 
parent partition in said lframe behind *said lens 
extending from one side of said >frame-‘over at4 
least a major portion-0f the area'of the frame 
to'deñne a relatively narrow space behind ‘said 
lens communicating with the atmosphere through 
said »inlet forming Imeans Vand with "the ‘space 'in 
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said eyecups at the rear of said partition co-ntain 
ing air in contact with the face of a wearer at a 
region opposite said inlet forming means so that 
the flow of Ventilating air -entering the inlet form 
ing means is confined to said narrow space, said 
outlet forming means also communicating with 
the space in said eyecups behind said partition to 
provide for the escape of air from the said space 
and consequently to promote a flow of fresh 
Ventilating air from said inlet forming means 
through said narrow space and to the space be 
hind the partition. 

2. In a ventilated goggles having a frame in 
cluding a part for holding a lens and an integral 
flexible face contacting part cooperating with 
a lens supported in the frame to define a sub 
stantially sealed space behind the lens when the 
goggles are worn, the combination comprising, 
Ventilating air inlet and outlet forming means for 
said sealed space each comprising wall structure 
forming a plurality of flexibly interconnected 
passages arranged in side-by-side relation in par 
allel front and rear rows extending through the 
top side of said frame longitudinally thereof, a 
transparent partition in said frame behind said 
lens, cooperating therewith to form a narrow 
space behind the lens, said narrow space com 
municating with the atmosphere through the 
front row of passages and with the sealed space 
to the rear of said partition adjacent the lower 
most regions of said spaces and said space to the 
rear of said partition communicating with the 
atmosphere through said rear row of passages, 
and ñexible baffle structure on the outer end of 
said passages to direct air through the front row 
of passages into said narrow space and to pro 
mote convectional flow of air warmed by contact 
with the wearer’s face to the exterior through the 
rear row of passages. 

3. A goggles as defined in claim 2 wherein the 
inlet and outlet forming means and the baille 
structure is formed from material of high thermal 
conductivity. 

4. A goggles as defined in claim 2 wherein the 
flexible baille structure over said inlet means com 
prises extensions on the wall structure forming 
said inlet means bent forwardly over said front 
row of passages, and the flexible baille structure 
on said outlet means comprises an upwardly and 
rearwardly inclined ñexible deflector over said 
rear row of passages, said extensions partially 
overlapping when folded forward and being free 
of attachment to each other so that flexibility 
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thereof is not diminished and the baille is con 
tinuous when the frame is ñexed. 

5. A goggles as defined in claim 2 wherein the 
flexible baffle structure over said inlet forming 
means comprises a plurality of forwardly extend 
ing laterally overlapping ears, said ears being 
readily bendable toward or away from the inlet 
end of said inlet forming means to control the 
Volume of air admitted to the goggles. 

6. In a goggles having a lens supported in a 
frame which has a flexible face contacting part 
cooperating with the lens to form substantially 
sealed eyecups when the goggles are worn the 
combination comprising, parallel Ventilating air 
inlet and outlet forming means for said eyecups 
extending through the top edge of said frame, a 
transparent partition cooperating with the lens 
and frame to form a narrow space behind said 
lens communicating at its upper end with said 
inlet forming means and adjacent its lower end 
with the space in the eyecup between the parti 
tion and the wearer’s face, said inlet and outlet 
forming means comprising continuous strips 0f 
relatively flexible material formed to provide par. 
allel rows of open passages defined by accordion 
folds in the strips and said strips having a plu 
rality of extensions on the portions of said strips 
between said accordion folds including depending 
extensions forming back walls for the inlet form 
ing means inclined forwardly to direct incoming 
air against the inner side of said lens and other 
extensions bent forwardly from the back sides of 
said inlet passages to form the baffle over the in 
let ends of said inlet passages adapted to induce 
a ñow of air through the latter into the narrow 
space between said lens and partition, and a 
baffle on said outlet forming means comprising an. 
accordion folded strip of material extending up 
wardly and rearwardly over the upper ends of 
said outlet passages to limit egress from said pas 
sages to the rear side thereof. 

WILLIAM R. CHRISTENSEN. 
CHESTER E. CROSS'. 
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